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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company employee is in charge of warehouse operations and controlling inventory
adjustments through journals.
The employee needs to add inventory for samples at a specific cost. The samples were shipped
by a vendor without a purchase order. The employee needs to be sure that the inventory value
goes to a ledger account so that the value of the samples is not mixed in with another inventory
value.
You need to ensure that the employee is able to correctly add the inventory.
What should you do?
A. Create a movement journal, add the cost, and specify the offset ledger account on the line.
B. Create an arrival journal, add the cost, and specify the offset ledger account on the line.
C. Create an adjustment journal, add the cost, and specify the offset ledger account on the line.
D. Create a transfer journal, transfer to a different warehouse, and then adjust the cost.
Answer: A
Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/supply-chain/inventory/in
ventory-journals

NEW QUESTION: 2
In the integration of Cisco Unity Connection using SIP, which SIP trunk security profile option is
required for MWI to work correctly?

A. Accept replaces header
B. Accept out-of-dialog refer
C. Accept presence subscription
D. Accept unsolicited notification
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a computer named Computer1 that runs Windows 10. Computer1 contains a folder
named Data on drive C.
The Advanced Security Settings for the Data folder are shown in the exhibit. (Click the Exhibit
tab.) You share C:Data as shown in the following table.
User1 is a member of the Users group.
Administrators are assigned Full control NTFS permissions to C:Data.
For each of the following statements, select Yes if the statement is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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